UK +44 333 022 0135
Email: info@myinmo.com
Web: www.1casa.com

Ref: AM181

Price: 120,000€
Land
Alora
70m² Build Size
12,456m² Plot Size

We have the property you are seeking! Live the Dream in Sunny Spain, YOUR dream.

This completely fenced plot is over 12.400m2 and built with mostly olive trees for a good
harvest.
There is a “Casa de Apero” built of 70m2 which is now being registered.
This “Casa de Apero” can be finished at your own discretion. Around here there are also
a number of fruit trees.

To give an example: a “casa de apero” is a barn or a storage room, you may not convert
it into a house (vivienda).
Even if you have registered the approved m2 , the permit is given for the use of the
storage, not for...(Ask for More Details!)
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We have the property you are seeking! Live the Dream in Sunny Spain, YOUR dream.

This completely fenced plot is over 12.400m2 and built with mostly olive trees for a good harvest.
There is a “Casa de Apero” built of 70m2 which is now being registered.
This “Casa de Apero” can be finished at your own discretion. Around here there are also a number of fruit
trees.

To give an example: a “casa de apero” is a barn or a storage room, you may not convert it into a house
(vivienda).
Even if you have registered the approved m2 , the permit is given for the use of the storage, not for the use
as a home.
For more information about this we refer you to our lawyer or gestoria.

There is a legal well on this plot that provides sufficient water.
On the side there is room for a large vegetable garden.
Electricity is available and there are fantastic views
Enjoy the warmth of the country and of the people. Save money too, NOBODY Offers more than we do,
We GUARANTEE IT, call, write, text or email and then see it for yourself, you will never look back.
Need help with travel and accommodation?
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